
CARGO INSURANCE CLAIMS CASE STUDIES

Due to broad â€œall riskâ€• terms of the cargo policy including spoilage and deterioration by improper temperature, the
claim responded per valuation clause of.

The increasing size of vessels and accumulations of cargo risk means that severity of very large losses
continues to be a significant driver of hull claims. We managed face to face client presentations and then
presented the client with a score card which assisted them in making an appropriate selection. Technology will
also have downsides, most notably cyber security risks from increasing reliance on IT systems and networks.
We designed and distributed a Request For Particulars RFP and reviewed the written proposals from 4
competing brokers. On the other side of the world, Typhoon Mangkhut caused damage to coastal
infrastructure, shipping containers and yachts in Hong Kong and China, while an offshore engineering vessel
Hai Yang Shi You ran aground near Hainan. Peter worked tirelessly, putting together a claims team using both
in-house and external expertise, travelling to all of the global Ericsson operating regions to investigate the loss
and its impact. No carrier must pay for losses that occur beyond their control. We were hired by a Japanese
Insurer and their client, an MNC to investigate project delays and cost over-runs and a dispute with the project
owners following installation of a 15, km fibre optic cable system. Despite improvements in shipping safety
and technology, collisions and groundings continue to cause claims, while the structural integrity of large
vessels can be a cause for concern. The WannaCry and NotPetya malware attacks of , which also had an
impact on the maritime sector, show the potential for large losses, says Southcott. The Maersk Honam fire
took over a month to put out and several more months before the vessel was able to be taken to a port of
refuge and the cargo discharged. Attritional losses, while stable, are proving to be material against the
backdrop of a reduction in marine insurance premium rates. Yet there have been some other notable, more
recent incidents, such as the fire and sinking of the oil tanker Sanchi off the coast of China in January  Cargo
liquefaction, the abrupt transformation of solid materials like iron ore and nickel ore ore into an almost fluid
state, remains an issue for bulk carriers, Liquefaction is thought to be behind the loss of a number of vessels,
such as the Emerald Star in and the Bulk Jupiter in  Values at risk exceeded US2. This fire follows other
similar incidents, including the 13, teu, MSC Daniela in and a number of incidents during including the 9, teu,
CCNI Arauco, which caught fire in Hamburg. Typhoon Jebi, the most powerful storm to hit Japan in 25 years,
caused a tanker Houn Maru to break its mooring and collide with a bridge linking Kansai International Airport
to the mainland. Reach out to a local Green freight expert to protect your assets today at info greenworldwide.
Contact Us Please fill out the short form below and we will get in touch shortly. Indeed the panel described it
as one of the best quantum reports they had read and awarded our client SGD million plus interest. Car
carriers are also a concern following a spate of losses involving stability and fires. Cargo claims on the rise
The past five years have witnessed a notable increase in cargo claims. The MSC Flaminia loss, for example,
sparked lengthy litigation as the various parties contested causation, fault and damage to the cargo and vessel.
Machinery breakdown including engine failure claims, for example, continue to be among the largest causes
of loss by value and frequency. Of particular concern is the increasing risk of a large loss event due to
increasing value accumulations at ports, warehouses and vessels. The thermostat was mistakenly set higher
than instructed by purchase order and bill of lading. Co-operations and claims scenario-testing increasingly
important Successful claims resolution is all about communication and co-operation. The policy proceeds
were valued at replacement cost for pre-finished goods. The warehouse was robbed by forcing workers to load
the finished goods into processor stolen trucks and then robbers unloaded the stolen goods several miles from
the processor; abandoning the empty stolen vehicles. The fire and explosion at the Chinese port of Tianjin in ,
Superstorm Sandy in and the Tohoku earthquake in all brought large cargo losses. Spoilage Seafood was
abused by temperature due to improper setting of container thermostat. General average, a maritime law, states
that all parties involved, including cargo owners, are responsible to cover a proportional part of the total loss
â€” including, for example, the replacement of an entire vessel, if required. InsureCargo is the leading U.
Political Risk Supply Chain or Trade Disruptions In the event of a disaster, you could be liable for more than
just your loss of goods.


